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Microsoft 365 FastStart Service
Accelerate your transformation with Microsoft 365
Are you ready for the next step in anywhere, anytime collaboration?
Do you have a strategy to adopt Microsoft 365 or the Enterprise Mobility + Security Suite?
Are you struggling to understand where to start with identity, security or compliance?
Starting out with Microsoft 365
We understand an oﬃce migration is no small feat.
Let our team of qualified and proven experts help!
Through our wealth of experience we've created a
comprehensive service that delivers Microsoft 365
to organizations smoothly from any configuration —
public, private or hybrid.
Approach
Our consultants guide you through the entire
migration and ensure all solutions function
appropriately and meet expectations. In addition,
the service will be delivered by a highly skilled
Microsoft 365 consultant who will cross-train your
team in the process.

Key Benefits

Deliverables

IT becomes an enabler for cloud
adoption and innovation

CANCOM
Expert onsite

Removes the lead time and complexity
of setting up Microsoft 365

CANCOM
M365 IP

Ensures best practices for security and
compliance in M365 are adopted

CSP contract
(if required)

Helps address internal skills gaps with
new cloud technology

Microsoft 365
Post-Migration
Training

Readiness for Enterprise Mobility and
Security

What’s included?
As part of this service, we’ll setup and configure the following components:

Subscriptions
Configuration of
Azure and M365
subscriptions and
public namespaces

Identity
Configuration of Azure
Active Directory and
federation services to
setup hybrid identity
ready for consumption
via Microsoft cloud
services including
Azure and M365

Security
Enforce Administrator
access control and
separation of duties,
ensure continuous
compliance and take
full control of M365

Readiness
Clean up and
optimize your
environment to
speed up migration,
reduce costs and
prevent errors
downstream

CONTACT
CANCOM US
Telephone: 800-870-8350

e-Mail: info@cancom.com
www.cancom.com

Migration
Minimize the impact
to your users with
fewer IT resources
than you thought
possible. Minimize
risk and business
disruption through
automation and
scheduling.

Processes
Our well-defined
migration processes
from planning to
configuration, postmigration support
and training, help us
to provide the best
possible delivery

